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October 2017Wild World: Cheetah
These wild cats are right at home in Africa’s

savannahs, where their tan, spotted coats blend
in with tall grasses, helping them stalk their
prey. A cheetah has 2,000 to 3,000 black spots
on its body and black facial markings
resembling tears, which help protect their eyes
from the sun’s glare. The world’s fastest land
animal, the cheetah can reach a top speed of
70 mph, thanks to its slender body, long legs,
and a flat, muscular tail that is used for steering
and balance. Cheetahs are unique from other
big cats because they cannot roar, but they do
purr like house cats. With only about
7,000 cheetahs left in the wild due to habitat
loss, experts say the cats may become an
endangered species.

Popcorn Pick: ‘Moonstruck’
Proving the theory that anything can happen

under a full moon, this 1987 romantic comedy
stars Cher as an Italian-American bookkeeper
from Brooklyn who unexpectedly falls in love
with her fiancé’s younger brother (Nicolas
Cage). Meanwhile, members of her family also
find themselves in moonstruck relationships.
Set to a soundtrack that includes Dean Martin’s
hit “That’s Amore” and Puccini’s opera “La
Bohème,” the film’s heartfelt and comedic
dialogue and all-star ensemble cast earned six
Oscar nominations, with Cher and Olympia
Dukakis as her mother taking home acting
trophies.

The Sweetest Day
For over 100 years, the third Saturday in October has

been set aside as Sweetest Day. Several accounts say the
holiday, originally called Candy Day, was the creation
of the National Confectioners Association to encourage
people to buy sweets for themselves and their loved
ones, including “the boys overseas” during World
War I. In the 1920s, candy retailers partnered with
charity groups to provide treats and other small gifts to
orphanages and hospitals. Today, the holiday is
observed as an opportunity to show others how much
you care with cards, presents and acts of kindness.

Why Tunes Can Give You Tingles
Hearing a singer or musician hit the perfect notes or

a stirring rendition of “The Star-Spangled Banner” can
give some listeners goose bumps. This physical reaction
is called a frisson, which researchers say is the result of
the number of nerve fibers in the area of the brain that
connects the processing of sound and emotions. Some
people have more of these fibers than others. While
listening to music is the most common trigger, it can
also happen when watching a movie scene or looking
at a beautiful piece of artwork.

Full Moon Fatigue
If you’re tired from a restless night’s sleep, the moon

may be to blame. Research shows people report more
trouble getting to sleep and staying asleep during a full
moon than during other moon phases, but the exact
reasons why are unclear. Scientists speculate it could be
due to an internal body clock that is synchronized with
lunar cycles.
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Creatures of the Night
When darkness falls, most

of us are ready for bed, but
for many members of the
animal kingdom, nighttime
is prime time.

Bats. The only mammals
that can fly, bats are mysterious
critters that love to lurk in dark
spaces like caves and hollow
trees, emerging at dusk to
feast on insects and fruit.

Owls. Large eyes, sharp
hearing and feathers specifically
designed for silent flight make
these birds excellent nighttime
hunters. A traditional sign of
wisdom and a friend to farmers
by helping control rodent
populations, owls are known
for their hooting calls.

Wolves. A wolf howling at the
moon may send a chill up your
spine, but there’s really nothing
to fear. The largest members
of the dog family are simply
communicating with each other.

Raccoons. These masked
bandits cause mischief during
the evening hours, foraging
for any food they can get their
paws on—even goodies from
residential garbage cans. Despite
their antics, these North
American mammals are admired
for their patterned coats and
curious, intelligent nature.

Favorite Fall Flavors
As the leaves on the trees turn

from green to glorious shades of
red, orange and yellow, another
unmistakable sign of autumn
makes an appearance on grocery
store shelves and restaurant
menus: the flavors of the season.

Pumpkin spice. This orange
squash has long been a popular
fall dessert ingredient, but
pumpkin spice—a blend of
pumpkin, cinnamon, nutmeg,
ginger and allspice—now reigns
as the king of fall flavors, ever
since Starbucks introduced its
pumpkin spice latte in 2003.

Salted caramel. Specialty sea
salt is the perfect partner for
caramel, the chewy confection
made by boiling sugar and
mixing in cream, butter and
vanilla. The sweet-and-salty
combination was first developed
in France before showing up
stateside in ice cream, coffee
drinks, chocolate candies,
brownies, cookies and more.

Apple cider. From a cup of
freshly pressed, cold apple cider
to a steaming mug of mulled
cider, this flavor is one of the
most fragrant that fall has to
offer. The seasonal beverage is
often featured in muffins and
other sweets, including apple
cider donuts, a favorite at
fall festivals.

Tips to Help You
Hear Better

October is National
Audiology Awareness Month
and Protect Your Hearing
Month. If you’re one of the
millions of adults in this country
who have some degree of
hearing loss, there are several
lifestyle tips that can help you
communicate better.

When riding in a car or bus,
road noise can make it difficult
to hear and talk with fellow
passengers. For those who wear
hearing aids, turning the volume
down on the device next to the
window can minimize
distracting sounds.

In a restaurant or a social
gathering, sit or stand with your
back to the wall, which will help
amplify sound around you.
Choose a spot far away from
noisy objects like heating and
cooling vents and avoid high-
traffic areas such as the kitchen
or buffet table.

Visual cues can improve what
you hear. Face someone who is
talking to you so you can see
their gestures and expressions.

Before going to a movie or
play, read a review or summary
about it in the newspaper or on
the internet. This way, you’ll
have a better grasp of the plot
in case you miss details when
the performers are speaking
or singing.

Finally, remember to rest
your ears and take breaks
from noisy environments or
long conversations.
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A Colossal Carving
In South Dakota, near Mount

Rushmore, the Crazy Horse
Memorial protrudes proudly
from the Black Hills as a tribute
to the traditions, legends and
heritage of Native Americans.

Crazy Horse was a leader of
the Lakota Sioux and lived from
1840 to 1877. A skilled warrior,
he fought alongside Chief Sitting
Bull at the Battle of the Little
Bighorn and is remembered for
his efforts to protect his people’s
way of life.

In 1939, as Mount Rushmore
was being finished, a Lakota
chief named Henry Standing
Bear contacted Polish-American
sculptor Korczak Ziolkowski
and asked him to design a

monument of Crazy Horse
that would honor all North
American Indians. Work on
the sculpture depicting the
warrior on his steed began in
1948 and continues today, with
his face and the outline of his
arm complete.

When the Crazy Horse
Memorial is finished, it will be
563 feet high and 641 feet long.

Bump, Set, Spike
Whether it’s played indoors

or on sand, with a ball or
balloons, volleyball is one of
the most popular team sports
in the world.

In 1895, William G. Morgan,
a physical education director at
the YMCA in Holyoke, Mass.,
wanted to create a sport that
appealed to a wide range of ages
and abilities. He combined
elements of basketball, tennis,
baseball and handball and
called the game mintonette.

The name changed to volleyball
after a professor watching a
demonstration remarked that
players volleyed the ball back
and forth.

Volleyball is played with two
teams of players on opposite
sides of a high net. A rally
begins when a team serves the
ball over the net. The receiving
team must return the ball using
a maximum of three hits—often
called a bump, set and spike—
without letting the ball touch
the ground. Play alternates
between sides until the ball hits
the floor.

The game can be adapted
to fit different environments
and equipment.

Wit & Wisdom
“Beware of the night, child.

All cats are black in the dark.”
—Jean Genet

“Cats do not have to be shown
how to have a good time, for
they are unfailing ingenious

in that respect.”
—James Mason

“Cats are connoisseurs
of comfort.”

—James Herriot

“Way down deep, we’re all
motivated by the same urges.

Cats have the courage to
live by them.”
—Jim Davis

“Cats can work out
mathematically the exact place

to sit that will cause the
most inconvenience.”

—Pam Brown

“Cats are intended to teach us
that not everything in nature

has a function.”
—Garrison Keillor

“I read that when cats are
cuddling and kneading you,

and you think it’s cute,
they’re really just checking
your vitals for weak spots.”

—Kandyse McClure

“Cats seem to go on the
principle that it never does any

harm to ask for what you want.”
—Joseph Wood Krutch
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AR Activity Room Music Performance
MD 3rd Floor Media Room
LC Life Enrichment Classroom
SR 4th Floor Sunroom
GR Game Room

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1
10:30 MD Catholic Service
10:30 SR Episcopal Eucharist

Communion
1:30 AR St. Luke’s Episcopal

Service
3:00 AR Hot Cider Social

2
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 GR Checkers
1:00 AR Legacy LiveWell
2:30 AR Manicure Monday
6:30 AR BINGO

3
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Trivia and Cider
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
7:00 AR Tuesday Night Worship

Red Hats’ Trip to County Seat 4
11:00 AR Yoga with Al
12:00 AR Blood Pressure Screening
1:30 AR Scrabble
1:30 AR Rummikub
3:00 SR Bible Study
6:30 AR Movie of the Week

5
10:00 AR Coffee with Donuts
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Jeopardy
6:30 AR Painting & Wine

6
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 AR Shuffleboard
1:30 AR Wii Games
3:00 AR Knitting and Crochet
6:30 AR Happy Hour

7
10:30 AR Bon Air Baptist

1:00 AR Bingo
2:00 AR Matinee
3:00 GR Card Games

8
10:30 MD Catholic Service
1:00 AR Scrabble
3:00 AR Hot Cider Social

Columbus Day 9
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 GR Checkers
1:00 AR Legacy LiveWell
3:00 AR Columbus Day Social
6:30 AR Shelter Dogs for Seniors

10
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Get Crafty
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
7:00 AR Tuesday Night Worship

Gent’s Trip to Joe’s Inn 11
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:00 AR Red Hats’ Meeting
1:30 AR Rummikub
1:30 AR Scrabble
3:00 SR Bible Study
6:30 AR Movie of the Week

12
10:00 AR Coffee with Nursing and

Administration
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

2:00 AR Resident Association
Meeting

3:00 AR Adventure Club
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
6:30 AR Ronnie & Jack

13
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 AR Shuffleboard
1:30 AR Wii Games
3:00 AR Resident Spotlight
6:30 AR Happy Hour w Don S

14
10:30 AR Bon Air Baptist

1:00 AR Bingo
2:00 AR Matinee
3:00 GR Card Games

15
10:30 SR Episcopal Eucharist

Communion
10:30 MD Catholic Service
1:30 AR Sunday Communion
3:00 AR Hot Cider Social

16
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 GR Checkers
1:00 AR Legacy LiveWell
2:00 AR Encompass Health Talk
2:30 AR Manicure Monday
6:30 AR BINGO

17
10:00 AR Visionworks Eyeglass

Repair
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Linny & Mike
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
7:00 AR Tuesday Night Worship

Trip to VMFA 18
11:00 AR Jamin’ w/ Jillson
1:30 AR Rummikub
1:30 AR Scrabble
1:30 AR Rummikub
3:00 SR Bible Study
6:30 AR Movie of the Week

19
10:00 AR Coffee with Housekeeping

and Maintenance
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Wheel of Fortune
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
6:30 AR Painting & Wine

20
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 AR Shuffleboard
2:00 AR Gina Romano
3:00 AR Craig Anders
6:30 AR Happy Hour

21
10:30 AR Bon Air Baptist

1:00 AR Bingo
2:00 AR Matinee
3:00 GR Card Games

22
10:30 MD Catholic Service
1:00 AR Scrabble
3:00 AR Hot Cider Social

23
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 GR Checkers
1:00 AR Legacy LiveWell
2:00 AR Kevin Sings the Classics
3:00 AR Crafts with Judy
7:00 AR Football, Pizza and Beer

Social

24
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Cider, Cookies and Ghost

Stories
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
7:00 AR Tuesday Night Worship

Halloween Van Tour 25
11:00 Chair Exercise
1:00 LC Audiologist Visit
1:30 AR Rummikub
1:30 AR Scrabble
3:00 SR Bible Study
6:30 AR Movie of the Week

26
10:00 AR Coffee with Dining and Life

Enrichment
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Auction
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
6:30 AR Simply Worship

Shuffleboard Tournament - Chair
Exercise Canceled, Games Played
All Day

27

3:00 AR October Birthday Party
6:30 AR Happy Hour

28
10:30 AR Bon Air Baptist

1:00 AR Bingo
2:00 AR Matinee
3:00 GR Card Games

29
10:30 MD Catholic Service
10:30 SR Episcopal Eucharist

Communion
1:00 AR Scrabble
3:00 AR Hot Cider Social

30
11:00 AR Chair Exercise
11:30 GR Checkers
1:00 AR Legacy LiveWell
2:30 AR Manicure Monday
6:30 AR BINGO

Halloween! 31
11:00 AR Chair Exercise

1:30 AR Bingo
3:00 AR Halloween Party & Trick

or Treat
4:00 LC Art of Coloring
7:00 AR Tuesday Night Worship
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Leading the Way
Oct. 16 is National Boss Day,

a time for employees to show
appreciation for their
supervisors and employers.
Schedule a meeting and lead
a discussion about bosses.

• Talk about some of the
managers you had at
various jobs. How were
they similar or different
in the way they led
their employees?

• Who was the best boss you
ever had? Why did you like
working for him or her?

• What do you think are
important characteristics of
a great boss? Do you think
bosses tend to be born
leaders, acquire leadership
skills along the way,
or both?

• Were you ever a supervisor
at a job? How did you feel
about being in charge?
Looking back, is there
anything you would have
done differently?

• Would you rather be the
boss or let someone else
be in command? Why?

• What are the advantages
of being the head honcho?
What are the challenges?

• Many movies and TV shows
have memorable characters
who are bosses in the
workplace. Who are your
favorites? Do you think
they would make good
leaders in real life?

What to Give to
Food Banks

Food banks provide vital
nutrition to many people, and
you can make a difference by
donating to these organizations.
Here’s a helpful list of some of
the most-requested items.

Complete meals. Canned
soups, stews, chili and pasta,
as well as kits for pizza or other
meals, make it easy for people
to get a variety of nutrients in
one serving.

Protein sources. Packets or cans
of tuna, salmon and chicken;
canned or dried beans and
lentils; and peanut butter
provide much-needed protein.

Grains. Rice and dry pasta
provide a foundation for many
meals. Oatmeal and dry cereal
are also high-demand items.

Fruits and veggies. Donate
low-sodium canned vegetables;
canned or dried fruit with no
sugar added; and cans of tomato
sauce and pasta sauce.

Beverages. Shelf-stable milk
and 100 percent fruit juice boxes
are often given to customers
with children. Many people
don’t think to donate tea bags
and coffee, but both provide
comfort and warmth.

German Heritage
in America

October is German-American
Heritage Month, and Oct. 6 is
designated as National German-
American Day. According to
the U.S. Census Bureau, about
50 million people in the U.S.
have German roots, making it
the largest ancestry group in
the country.

The first permanent
German settlement, named
Germantown, was established
on Oct. 6, 1683, in
Pennsylvania. The biggest wave
of German immigrants arrived
in the 1800s, when millions
came for the freedom and
economic opportunities that
America offered.

Uniquely German influences
quickly made their way into
American culture. Germans
introduced traditional foods
such as hot dogs, sauerkraut
and pretzels to their adopted
country. They pioneered the
concept of kindergarten
education as a way for children
to learn through play. The idea
of weekend outings can be
partially attributed to German
immigrants, who had the
custom of spending their
Sundays in recreational pursuits,
which led to the creation of
facilities such as bowling alleys
and concert halls, as well as
social and sports clubs.
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A Kitchen Innovation
It heats meals, boils water

and defrosts food in minutes,
just by pressing a few buttons.
The home microwave oven
revolutionized cooking after it
hit the market 50 years ago.

After World War II,
manufacturers were exploring
new uses for magnetrons,
vacuum tubes used in military
radar that produce short radio
waves, called microwaves.
Working in a lab, engineer
Percy Spencer tested an active
magnetron and noticed a candy
bar in his pocket had melted. To
confirm his accidental discovery,
he placed other foods under the
magnetron, including an egg
that exploded and popcorn
kernels that popped.

Spencer filed a patent in
1945, and the first commercial
microwave oven came out two
years later. About the size of a
refrigerator, the appliance was
used in restaurants and on
airplanes. A home microwave
came on the market in the
1950s, but it was also large
and had a hefty price tag.

In 1967, a compact
countertop version by Amana
debuted. It was the first
microwave oven that was both
affordable and easy to use.

Magnificent Falls
On the border between New

York and the Canadian province
of Ontario is a breathtaking
natural wonder, Niagara Falls.
Plunge into these facts about the
famous tourist destination:

Niagara Falls was formed
about 12,000 years ago.

There are actually three falls
that make up the massive
spectacle: Horseshoe, American
and Bridal Veil falls. Horseshoe
Falls is the largest at 2,200 feet
wide and 170 feet tall.

More than 3,000 tons of
water rush over Niagara Falls
every second. Most of the water
comes from four of the five
Great Lakes, which drain into
the Niagara River.

On Oct. 24, 1901, Annie
Edson Taylor, a 63-year-old
Michigan teacher, became the
first of several daredevils to
survive a plunge over the falls
in a barrel.

Niagara Falls is a favorite
wedding destination.
Newlyweds have made the
place so popular, it’s billed as
the honeymoon capital of
the world.

About 12 million tourists visit
Niagara Falls each year. Many
don ponchos to view the falls up
close and feel the spray of the
rushing waters.

Remember Me?
For more than 50 years,

millions knew her as Cousin
Minnie, the down-home,
crowd-pleasing country
comedian and Grand Ole
Opry legend.

• She was born Sarah
Ophelia Colley on Oct. 25,
1912, in Centerville, Tenn.

• At an early age, she wanted
to be an actress and dancer.

• After graduating from a
Nashville-area college, she
worked as a director for a
theater company. She
found the inspiration for
her trademark alter ego in
a humorous Alabama
woman she met
while traveling.

• In 1940, she took the stage
at the Grand Ole Opry,
and the flood of fan mail
for the character earned her
a recurring spot on the
radio show.

• Wearing a cotton print
dress and a wide-brimmed,
flowery straw hat with a
dangling $1.98 price tag
still attached, Minnie
would greet audiences with
a high-pitched “Howdeee!
I’m just so proud to
be here!”

• Television viewers got to
know her as a regular cast
member of “Hee Haw.”

• In 1975, she was inducted
into the Country Music
Hall of Fame and was the
first comedian to earn
the honor.
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The Fall Classic

Each October, the World Series crowns the best team in Major League Baseball. 

Here’s a roster of some milestone moments for the Fall Classic.

Year  Milestone                                                           

1903  The first World Series is played. The Boston Americans defeat the

 Pittsburgh Pirates.

1910 A baseball with a cork center, rather than rubber, is used for the first time.

1922 The New York Giants are the first champs to receive World Series rings.

1956 New York Yankee Don Larsen pitches the only perfect game in

 Series history.

1967 The first Commissioner’s Trophy is awarded to the winning team, the

 St. Louis Cardinals.

1987 Minneapolis’ Metrodome hosts the first World Series games played indoors.

1992  The Toronto Blue Jays are the first team from outside the U.S. to win

 the Series.

2003 MLB awards home-field advantage to the winner of the All-Star Game.

2016 Ending the longest title drought in pro sports, the Chicago Cubs win the

 Series after 108 years.

1895: The first U.S. Open golf 

tournament tees off at the Newport 

Country Club in Rhode Island.

1904: In New York City, more than 

100,000 people pay a nickel each to 

ride the city’s new subway system.

1916: The San Diego Zoo is founded. 

Now world-famous, the California zoo 

is home to more than 3,500 animals.

1921: The World Series is broadcast 

on the radio for the first time.

1930: In the musical “Girl Crazy,” 

Ethel Merman makes her Broadway 

debut, earning standing ovations after 

belting out the show-stopper

“I Got Rhythm.”

1941: Mount Rushmore, the sculpture 

of four U.S. presidents carved into the 

face of a South Dakota mountain, is 

completed after 14 years of work.

1954: Singer Marian Anderson 

becomes the first African-American 

hired to perform as a member of

New York City’s Metropolitan Opera.

1968: American author

John Steinbeck is awarded the 

Nobel Prize in literature.

1973: Queen Elizabeth II officially 

opens Australia’s newly built Sydney 

Opera House.

1982: Sony launches sales of the 

world’s first compact disc player, 

priced at about $1,000.

1990: East Germany and West 

Germany end 45 years of division, 

declaring a unified country.

2003: LeBron James, the first player 

picked in the NBA draft, makes his 

debut with the Cleveland Cavaliers.

He was named the NBA Rookie of the 

Year that season.

2011: According to estimates by the 

United Nations, the world population 

reaches 7 billion.

2015: The single “Hello” by British 

pop singer Adele makes history by 

selling more than 1 million downloads 

in one week.

OCTOBER
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